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                                             - Michigan Technological University
                                        Founded in 1885, Michigan Technological University is a leader in technology, engineering, and scientific degree programs, and leading research univer...
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                                             - ArmyStudyGuide.com - A FREE Online and Audio Army Board Study Guide for U.S. Army Promotion Boards a...
                                        A FREE Online and Audio Army Board Study Guide for U.S. Army Promotion Boards and Soldier / NCO Boards. This site is maintained by Soldiers helping So...
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                                        All about the United States Military including information on joining the U.S. Military, job descriptions, the enlistment process, commissioning oppor...
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                                             - Army-Portal.com - Your Information Resource for All Things Army!
                                        Army-Portal.com is Your Trusted Resource for All Things Army!  We cover Army education benefits, joining the Army, selecting an MOS (or job), getting ...
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                                             - Army PRT (Physical Readiness Training) information at ArmyPRT.com
                                        We provide the easiest way to get all the information you need about the U.S. Army PRT Program.
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                                             - Multi-Soldier Army Physical Fitness Test (APFT) Score Calculator
                                        Calculates and scores APFT results for multiple soldiers. Supports: DA 705 export, alternate aerobic events, height/weight, profiles, extended scale, ...
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                                             - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
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